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STAFF WORK MODES

CURRENT WORK SITUATION

- Fully Remote: 72%
- Hybrid: 28%

PREFERRED FALL 2021

- Fully Remote: 48%
- Fully In Person: 10%
- Onsite Once a Week: 13%
- Remote + In Person: 28%

STAFF WELL-BEING

WORKING REMOTELY

- 87% had a positive experience
- 90% intend to get vaccinated

FALL 2021 POTENTIAL CHALLENGES

- Challenges that could affect one's ability to work in person fall 2021.
- 29% Family or Self Vaccination
- 27% Family or Child Care
- 23% Personal Mental Health
- 21% Public Transport Limits

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION

- Staff report similar transportation modes pre-covid and for fall 2021, with own car most popular.

Survey results based on 761 staff responses.